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'T FOREWORD . a.

To implement an educational approach successfully, 'one must mateh the philoso-
phy evaluation with that of instruction. This is particularly true when individual-

. .

ization is the key element in the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is tO.
achieve this match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fact, without
specilk resource materials to help.him, he is apt to find the task ovetwhelming. For .
this reason,'ISCS-hasideveloped a set. of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individnalized Teacher Preparation-(ITP) program. These materials are'designed
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the 'needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individhalizing OhjectiveVesting and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be_ used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local school enikonment. Hopefully,

they will do more than give each .teacher an overview of individualized evaluation.
These. 1TP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjective and objective
evaluation of each student's progres. And to make it easier for teachers.to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets entitled Peribrm- ..
alwe Objectives, PerfOrmance Assessnumt Resources, and'Performance checks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject matter of the ISCS program. And the teaclwr can obtain,
at the moment when tlwy are needed, specific suk.gestions .fOr remedying the stu-
denes identifWd deficiencies.

lf you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping an individpalized evaluation program best suited toyour own settings and thus
further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

The (76-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Rm 4 I 5, W ohnston Building
41 5 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301



NOTES TO THE STUDENT

Now that yOu.have completed 'several chapters, excursionS, and self-evaluations, yoU
are ready to help your tdeher determine how well you are doing. The performance
checks in this book will' provide your teacher 'with this 'information. Then your
teacher can help yoU with things you may not understand and can k.eep a Tecord
of your progress.:

Read the next section' carefully. It explain some important things about the per-
formance checks in this .book, and it gives-you specific 'suggestions for..using them.

What You Nled To Know about Performance Checks

You do performance checks when you are ready. .Per,
formance checks 'are somewhat like lhe que..tions in the self-
evaluations you do them when you are re ly, not when,
the whole class is ready.

. 2. Your teacher or both, of you decide how many you do.
Yoor teacher or you and4your teacher together.will decide
which ones you Sliodid do. You are not expected to do all
of the performance checks.

3'. There Are three forms for each performance check. Every
performane.e cheek i) written in -three forms A, B; and C.
(The title of; this booklet tells you whether it s Form A, B, or

'C.) Usually the answers for each form are different. When
you do a check, you will use cinly one form. The A. B. -and C
forms are always in different booklets, Within each booklet
all the performance objectives for the same unit are listed.
. _
together... A unit contains two-or,three chapters and their re-.
lated excursions, These units arc in numerical order: -Each
unit has performance checks base on core material alid per-
formance checks based on excursions. .

4. Each performance check has its own number. ThC number
is in %the outside margin of the page and will look like.this:
I V-03.-Core- I 7A or WYY,.027Exc 4-2-2A; These numbers mean

IV 03 Core 17 A -and WYY.- Exc 4 A

eD -, 0 ,-,-,
'6' . g pocr

0,--. Z
Z =. .0 .

. X , -. izo v)x A) (1) rp.-f .-f .-f r.4 . t f- 00 eD n
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X
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- , .-, ...-,
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5. Each. performance 'Check -is separated, .from the other:
There Ts a line before each performance cheek and -one after

it. Some performance clrecks.have several parts, so do;every-.

thing called fo between the iines. If 'there is ;rto line at the
bottom of.a page, the checis continued Onto the next page.

Sometimes- you Will need to use equipment.f II special
materials are needed, they will'be in boxes labeled.with the
same .nilinher-and sometime's the same letter too as .the per-
formance check for which you need them.
7...Some performance CheCks have two or more,answers,- 11

more than one answer is correct, you !mist select.all the cor-
rect choicvs.. In suckcases, selecting just one aiiswer is.not
enough.
8.. Some performance checks have no answers. Occasionally,

you may be asked to do something that is impossible and to
explain your answer. 41 so. say that the task is impossible

and explain why.

This isrlt the kind of
checkbook you write in.

9. You share books of performance checks and YOU 1)0
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers on otherpaper.

'Give the number and forin of the performance check for each

.answer you write. If you are..to draw a graph. a chart, or a
map,- your teacher may provide you with grid paper or a copy

of the .map or chart..
10. Your teachet or his assistant will collect and mark your
checks. knd sometimes you must ask him to watcfi orassist

you as you do a check..
II. Sometimes a review procedure will be suggested: If you

can't do a performance cheek, you may be asked to review

a part of the text or a sell-evaluation question. You may
then be checked on the same material, so he sur& you under-

stand the material you review. Get help f you need it:

. s.
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State what parts of plants atid animals mAe sperm.
2. What does a sperm do?'

WYY
01-Core- 1 B

Tggs and sperm are involved in producing offspring of many 6rganisnic WYY

1. What is the source of an egg? 01-Core-2B

2. What is the function of an egg?

-During-the mating of animals, what happens to sperm? .WYY
01-Core-3B

Get some ether, an etherizer, and vial WYY-01-Core-4 from the supply area. Etherize WYY

. the fruit flies in the vial. thive your teacher check the etherized frint flies. . 01-Core-4B

Get vial WYY-.0 I-Core-5; two empty capped vials, an etherizer, and some ether from WYY
the supply area. Don't take any of tlie flies-out of the vial at .this poid. -Etherize the 01-COre-5B.

flies in the vial: Shake the vial fently. Remove the flies from the vial: Now put the
etherized flies and the dead flies into separate vials. ('ap the vicds. and label eaeli

as containing dead or etherired flies. Have your teacher check your work. Return
all- th4: flies'tq the vial Siou-got them from.

Get. sonic 4i:cr. two empty vials with caps. an ethetizer. and vial WYY-.0 I-Core-0 WYY

/ from the subjy area.- Ftherize the fruit flies. lkit all the m-ale flies into one of the 01-Core-6B

eMpty vials and\all 6.-re female flies into the other empty vial. Cap the vials, and label

each as containiiy male or female Hies. !lave youn teacher check your work. Return

'all the flies to the original vial. ) 4

State what you would dd to obtain virgin female fruit flies from a vial containing WYY

nonadult and adult truit fl ie. 01-Core-7B

Operationally define Pure strain. -WYY
01-Core-8B

What are the stages in th cycle of alriiit fly?,
,

:

-WYY
01-Core;9B

Get jar WYS'-01-Core-I 0 arid a hand lens from the supply area. Point out to your
, teacher the egg,. the larva, tk,pupa, and the adult stages in the jar.

WYY
01-Core;10B

What appearance would be poss.ible for first-generation .offspring -of a cross between
fruit flies that? are pure strain'e bristles on their bodies and fruit flies that are pure
strain for no bristles on their bo( res?

WYY
01-Core-11B

9
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WYY . Flowers have many differeht features-That show variation. In one experiment, Pieter
01-Corel 2B studied only one feature, flower color; even though.flowers inherit many 'features at

one time. Why would Peter study the inheritance of only one feature at a time.?

WYY Verna crossed. bean plants that .were pute Strain for green pOds.with bean -pkints that
-01-Core-13B were pure strain for yellow .pods. Then she crossed the first-generation offspring to

get the second-generation offspring. Predict the appearanee of the firsel.andscond-.
generation ofkpring of-this aess by choosing the correct descriPtions below...

1. Anrong the first-generation offspring
a. all plants had the Same color pods.
b. some plants had green ilods and some, plants had yellow pods,

2. Among the seCond-generation offspring
a. all plants had the same color pods:
b. some plants had green-pads and some plants had yellow pods.

VVYY Sam crossed two pure-strain-plants. One had orange flowers, and the .6the.r had
01-Core-14B flowers. Ile crossed the first-generation offspring with each other. Predict the most

likely ratio of Niariations of flower color he will get in the second-generation off-.
spring.

MY Tell your teacher that you are abOut to do this check. _.

01-Core-15B I n the supply area. you will find a box of beans labeled WYY-01-COre-15, You
i-re to estimate .the ratio of thi white beans to t he" brown beallS in the boX qujckls
and accurately.

17

VVYY Get vial 13 from box WYY-01-Coro-.1 a in the supply area. Look at the beans 'carefully.
...*-01-C ore- 16B Are they pure-strain beansl!

WYY The table. below refers to the offSpring produced by mating two petunia plants, both
01-Core-17B of which had red flowers.

GENERATION

Parents

lst-generation
offspring

2nd-generation
offspring

- ,

FLOWER COLOR

red

A red

red

I. According to the ISCS
strain for flower color'?
2. Explain your answer.

two:Nt model, is this variety of petunias pure

1 0

v.,



Suppose you crossed. a pure-strain dWarl marigold plant with'a pure-strain giant
marigold.. Which statement best describes the first-generation offspring.of this cross?

a. There will be a 3-to-I ratio of-giant. marigolds'to dwarf marigolds.

b..11alfthe plants will be dWarf,ind half will bOgiant.

c.. All the plants will be of a aedium .height.
d. Either all The plants will be dwarf, or all the plants will be giant. -
e:ThN-e will be a 3-to-1 ratio of -dwarlmarigolds to giaht marigolds..

VV.YY

01-Core-18B'

Suppose:you were to cross sweet pea plants that were pure strain forf red flowers with WYY

sweet peas that wore pUre straiu for yellow flowers. 'Select the st tement.that beSt O1'.tore-198

describes the appearance of the second-generation offspring of this loss.
a. _All of the flowefs will be orange.
b. Sonic plants will have all yellow flowers, and the.Others will have all red

flowers. There Will be a-3-to-1 ratio of the colors,
-c. All.of the plants.will have hall red flowers and half-yellow flowers...

d. All of the aants will have one-color flowers, but I cannot tell if they
will be yellow .or red.

e. Half of the plants will have, all red flowers, and the other half will haveall

yellow flowers.

Two pure strains off wheat were crossed. -In the second-generation ofispring of this WYY

cross,-there'were 71 dwarf plants and 198 tall plants. . . . 021-Core-20B i

I What did the wheat plants in the first-generation offspring look:like?.

2. What did the parent wheat plants' look like?

Your teacher will observe you fOr this.clieck when he can.

4
'4

WYY
C1-Core-21B'

,...
Your teacher will olaserVe you for tl is check when he. can. . WYY

.01-Core-22B

Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can. IWO(
01,-Core-23B

Your teaCher will observe you for this check wheh he can. WYY
01-Core-24B

-Your teacher will observe you for this cheCk:when he can. WYY
01-Core-258

The word cros, appeaN'in reports of experimvnts done to find out how characteristics .
WYY

are inherited. Give a definition of the' word cross -aS!t is used in such reports., . 01-Exc 1-1-1B



.

- xc 1-2-1B and answer fhe questionS that follow. .

.

Below are two de.finitions of ways:in: Whichpeople- differ. St Utly these dellnitions,
.01

. . . 1 .

.; .

. . :

Definition a: A person's gbkl-linding Index iS his ability fo find gold,thines. . ,

Definition b: A stulient'slackindex is a measure of how .far he- can kick a soccer 'ball..
. It is deteFmined by measuring in meters how.,far he can .kick- a proPerly inflated
soccer ball. ^ ,

.1. Which of the.above is.an Operatidhal
2. Explain.theyeaSon. for your answer..

WYY Wheoever possible, there..are two queVions an-operational definition of anything
01-Exc 1-2-28 T sh.ould answer. What are Those questions?

WYY Many insects, such as fruit flies, have a sliort life cycle. In Florida there are few, if
01-Exc 1-3-1B any, of these insects around during the winter, but they.are plentiful during.the rest,

of the year, Explain why so ver,y few ofsthese inSeets develop during the, wititer.

WYY
01-Exc 1-4-1B

\111j7xc 1-4-2B

What is the total ilinnber'of bits of information that all of Chelyl's great-grandparents
had for the feature hitchhiker's thumb.

Lut:y has black hair. I ler gnat-great-great-grandmother Wary had black .hair, her
great-great-great-grandl.ter Michael also had black hair,ed her great-great-great-
grandfather Herbert had b ond hair.

Can you deOrmine which of her hree.great-great-great-grandparehts eon-
tributied the bits for Lucy's black bair?
2. Exblain youranswer.

WYY Susan found after a party lhat her guests had drunk 15 colas and TorLinge soda pops.
01-Exc. 2-1-1B What is the rough riltio of colas to orange pops that.lier gnests drank? -ExPress the

ratio to the nearest tenth, or 1 decimal place. .

WYY Nancy calculated the rough ratios shown belo'w. ,Convert these to rounded-otT
01-Exc 2-1-2B ratios.

3.2 to 1
2..1.9 to 1
3. 7.1 to I
4. 12.8 to 1

.

.--
..;
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When,exaMining the second-generation offspring of a cross between two pure-strain .
parent 11ie5, Richard noticed triat the length of..the bristles on their bodies were not'
the. same .ortall the flies. He counted' 22 flies with long bristles alit,' 7 .witpshdet
bristles. .

0 I. What was the bristle Jength 'or eadi ()Elk original pure-strain parents?
2..What was the bristle length of the first-gentfration offspring?

WYY
02,Core-1B.

.

If you crdss pure-strain, pillow-bod ied fruit rites with pUre-strain, normalliir bored
llie6ial_indat all of the first-generationoffspring hove normal body colo If you,

. ...

then. cross the first-generalion ofkpring, what will be the ratio of yaow-bodied ,4 / j 4

flieS to nornnil-cOloired fliesin the second-generationoffspring?

WYY
02-Cdre-2.8

. .- . , .
Choose the statement below:that -best destribo the .ittern'bY whieh fe*atures are,
passed from parentS to offspring. ,,,r . . ..

... a. ;Fhe features'of the ollwring are idenfical to tb9se of their parents. : ,
b. The features of the .offspring are different .from those of both of their

parents, - .
. .,, .

0 c. The m. 0. offspring show the swe features as. their male parent, and ct,*!. :

female o spTing havi." the samt features as their femole parent.. .
, d, The offsp ing generally show. some featuresin common with each of their

$
.

i

parents.

02,6pee/B
.:

Ai

Dr. Bean i a scientist who studies patterns of inheritance.. What'do you call Dr. Bean's
.

area of scientific study?'
WYr.

02-Core-4B

The figures_below, sinAil a possible way to explain a cross between brown beans and
whik beans. using the one-hit nwdel of inheritance. State the assumptions of tile
one-bit Model of inheritance. -

Pure-strain Pure-strain
parent /11 parent

Brown 'White

, First-generation offspring

Brown

i
WYY

02-Core-5B:

Pure-strain
parent /11

Pure-strain
parent 112

Brown bit
of ipformation

White bit,-
of information

First-generation offspring

.

t,

4'

. .



WYY
02-Core-6B

t

Why.is the one-bit model dot a satisfactory rpodel Of inheritance for most features?

WYY There are two models for gravity a particle model and a force modeP. Select the

02-Core-711 most impOrtant reason for deciding why you should accept one-model rather than
the other.\

A book said that one is corre.d.
b. One model involvarless math.
c. One model agrees more clAely with the experimental evidence.

d. One model is more complicated than the other.
e. Most people say that one model is better than the,c2.111,0

VVYY

02-Corep
What are the assumptions of th*.stwo-Ilit model of inheritance?.

V

VVYY "Me inheritance of flower_ color in zinnias follows the two-bit model. Red color

02-Core-9B masks yellow color. Suppose ybu crossed pure-strain yellow zinnias with pure-strain
red zinnias. "

I.. Predict the color of the flowers of the first-generation off'spring of this
cross.
2. Predict.the color or the floweTs of the second-generation offspring of this
cross. Include a ratio in your answerk

4.

WYY A plant that is pure strain for the masked (recessive) variation of a feature is used in
-

02-Core-1 OB a test cross. Why is it used rather than a plant that is pure strain for the masking
variation?

WYY Bertha crossed t wo pure strains of flowers. One was pure strain for red flowers (RR),

02-Core-11B and the other was pure. strain for white flowers (rr). !ler data are shown below.

,

IRA I ION

*Parents

PLANTS Wan
WHIM LOWFRS

PLANTS WITI
FI,OWFRS

' I

1st-generation 0 18

(Lffsprhig

211d-generation 87
offspring

I. Can on explain these dafa.'. using the two-bit model of inherilance?
2. Vxplain.xour anwer.

a.



Suppose that a scientist perforied a crossing experiment and his results did not WYY
agree with the two-bit model. To check his results, the scientist repeated the experi- 02-Core-1.2B
ment several times and got the7 same results. Select the answer that best describes
what he should do.

a. Devise a new model,which explakns only his uew results,
b. Change his data to agree with the two-bit model.
c. Try to change the two-bit model so that it explains both his ifew data and

the old data.
d. Pultlish a paper giving his data and stating that the two-bit model is wrong

ahd must be thrown out.
c. Ignore the results or his eXperiment because they do not agre.e with the

two-bit model.

George wanted to find out if the purple-flowering snapdragons he had were pure . WYY
strain for flower color. 1-k knew that the bit for purple flowers would iask 'the bit 02-Core-13B
for yellow flowers. Ile crossed his'unknown snapdragons with some tIL t he knew
were pure strain for purple flower color. All the first-glineration offsp or this
cross had purple flowers.

,Was the unknown plant pure strain for purpte flowers?
2. ExplaNyour answer:..

A student wants to determine it'll lily that produces orange flowers is pure t iin for WYY
flower color. Ile knows that the bit for orange flowers will mask the hit for yellow 02-Core-14B
floWers. Ile test-crosses the orange-flowering lilywith a pure-strain lily that produces
yellow fhlwers. 1 hlf the first-generation offspring have-orange flowers and haft' have
yellow flowers.

Is the,unknown lily plant pure strain for flower color?
2. Lxplain your answer. You may wish to hfclude a diagram in yoiir -expki-
na t ion.

Frank wants to find out iNi sweet pea plani with red flowers is pure strain (or flower WYY
color, fle knows that th.e bit for redflowrs Masks the bit for wink.. flowers in sweet 02-Core-15B
peas. Ile test -crosses the unknown red-flowered plants with a pur"e-strain white-
flowering,sweei pea. All of the first-generation offspring of this cross produce red
flowers.'

Is the unknown red-flowering sweet strain for flowey, color?
2. Explain your answer.

A. pure-strain plant with yellow pods is missed with a plant that is pure strain for WYY
green pods. All the first-generation offspring of this cross have yellow pods. Explain 02-Core-16B
why there are no firsteneration'oftsprMg that have green pods.

State the meaning of the. term recessirc: hi! as it is uSed in the two-bit model. VVYY

02-Oore-17B

?



WYY
02-Core-18B

What does the term dominantbit wean as it is Used ih the tWo-bit model?

WYY.; Suppose tbat research was done involving the- featOie variations shown below. The

02-Core-19B report used the symbols in the rigbtdiand coluM0 the table. After the number of
each feature variation,.state whether it is domina0,01. recessive.

FEATURE VARIATION
- 1

....

SYMBOL
BIT OFINFORMATION

FOR THE
.1"

I. Yellow seeds
r .

.13

2. White hair
..

m .

3. Red eyes .
it

.

,

;
.:11

q

4. Purple flowers
,

B .

WYY Wriee the numbers of the feat re vartatiotiS listed beloW.
02-Core-20B symbol to represent each feat ire variatiOn..,

I Green eyes (recessive)
2. Short wings (recessive)
3. Red flowers (dominant)
4. Yellow pods (dominant)

After each number, write a

WYY
02-Core-21B

i

0

4

Nino's parents and grandparents all had blue eyes. Carla's parents and grandparents
all had brown eyes.

THE NINO SALVADORE FAMINLY

Nino
Salvadore
blue eyes

4
1

,Aritonio
brown eyes

Mario
broWn eyes11

I. In the l'slino Salvatore 'family winch variation bliie.eyes or 'brown eyes
is dominant ?
2. Which *Va ria tion is 'recessive? .

'3. State, tlw reason for' your answers to questions 1 and .2.
11.



A large family was surveyed to determine the pattern by which the tOtat Ilia of WYY
skin pigment (albinism) is inherited. TV albino variation was found.to be recessive 02-Core-2213

to nOrmal pigmentation,.
Ask your teacher for a copy of the chart below or paper to trace it. ,petermine the

bits that each of the individuals shown in the chart could have. Qn your chart write *
the bit symbols in the small circles below each large symbol.. Use N to represent
the bit for normal skin and n to *resent the bit for albini§m. .

. . to
00 00

00

Albino
mate ,

.Places for
blt symbols

00 00 0 0 00 00 . 00

The bit for brown cokir in .some bean seeds is dominant over tbe bit for white WYV, .

color. Suppose you cross plants which produce brown beans with plants which 02-Core-234

produce white beans.
F. Will the beans of the first offsprinibean plant be brown?
2. Explain your answer.

Construct an inheritance chart for the inheritance of tongne-rolling ability for the

families described belOw. Use A;quares and circles and shading and nonshading.
Near each square or circle, write the person's name and a possible pair of bits which

.3"." fharPerson nitty have. Use R for roller and r for nonroller,
Grandfather 'Jan SmYthe is wroller, hut Grandmother Ann Smythe is a nonroller.

Their children. Mark and Luke, are rollers.
-...I.G,rinidcather Pete Johnoon i a nonroller. bin Grandmother Mary Johnson is a
roller. Their girl. Mary. is iyoller, but.tlyrother child. Sam, is a nonroller.

Luke Smythe marries. Maty;lohnson. TH6r. boy Ted, is a roller. Their otber
child, Lois, is a mintoller.

92-Core-24B

1 7
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WYY The bit for rough coat (,R) is domihant over the bit for smooth coat (r) for pinea
.:02-Exc 4-1-1B pigs. SUppose you cras'ed a rough7coat guinea pig (Rr-) with a smooth-coat guinea

.

pig (rr).
Use a chart like that shown below to determine.the possible combinations

of bits that the offspring could have. .

2. What is the ratio of rough-coat offspring to smooth-coat offspring?

to

It

4

41:4



A certain breed of dog has seven features that show variation. They are length of WYY

hair, curliness of hair, hair color, spottedneSs f coat', shape of nose, length of tail, 03-Com-1 B

and droopiness of ears. According to the two-bit model, what is the total number of
bits that ipdog of this typ'e receives for all, of these sevt.m features?

A type of dog receives information for hair length, hair curliness, hair color, spot ted- WYY

ness of -coat, and eye color. The possible variations of these features are shoWn 03-Cpre-2B

below.

ATURE VARIATION 13IT

1 lair length S short

I lair curliness

!lair color

(' curly

brown

Spottedness of
coat

Eye color

Li sqt ted

brown

U,

long

st raigh

black

unspot ted

,

Use the key above and the two-hit model to deternune tne appearance of the dog that

inherited the hits shown .in the table below. List the feature numbers, and after
each number state the variation of the feature that the dog will show. ( Example:.

I. long)

FEATURE FEATURE 1311 I BIT 2
NUMBER

A.

. I

1
_

hair length

hait curliness

s

c

s

c:

. 3 - hair color B 13

4

5

spot tedness of
coat

eye color

U

Suppose you !build that the. results of an experinlent iyou did wit h tillit flies did not WYY

agree with the predictions of the two-bit-model. 03-Core-3B
,

I. What should you do to establish the value of your results?
2. 1 low Can your'results affect the model? .

A

People -5who studied inheritance patterns before Mendel did 'were, unsuccessful h
,undersuiding them. State two reasons why, Mendel was successful in understanding

th& part teras.

WYY
.03-Exc 6-1-1B

1 9.
'



WYY People who studied inticrfiranfore Mendel did weietnsuce-essful in understand-
03,Exc 6-V28 ing how it worked.' Mendel uied mathematics, a model, and the syslems approach..

Explain*hy each of these is ikelpful in solying,a scientific prol)lem.

WYY In zinnias, the bit For tallness (1') is dominant over the bit for dwarfness (t). The

03-Exc 6-2-1B hit for red flowers IR) is dominant over the.bit for yellow flpwers (r). Suppose yOu
had a zinnia plant that was -ptire strain for dwarfness it° and for red flowers (RR).
You crossed that plant with one that, was pure strain for tallness (TT).and for yellow
flowergArr). 14-edict the appearanceof th first-geratioq offspring of this cross.

.

WYY 'You may refer fo rxcursion 6-2 to help'youi answer this check.. tn-zinnias,lhe tit
03-Exc 6-2-2B for tallness (T) is doCnant overlhe hit for dwarfness (t). The bit for red flowers

.1. (R) ji dominant over the teit for yellow.flowe'rs (r). Suppose you had a.zinnia plant
that was pure strain rot dwarfness (Wand 'for red flowerS (RR). Ydu crdssed this
plant with one that was pure strain for tallness (TT) and for-yellow flowers.(rr).
Predict the ratiO of the reatuie variations tlrat you would- find in the second.
generation offspring of

WYY.' When a black Andalusian chicken (BB)* is mated Vith a white Andalusian rooster
03-Exc 7-1-1B (WW), the offspring are a mixed black and white that appenrs blue (BW). The genetic

bits for color db not seem to mask each other completely.. Copy the charts below.

.: Then predict the appearance of the offspring of the two separate crosses.
,

Chart 1.

Blue Blue

Chart 2.

White Blue.

7



r

Get from yourtezkcher a copy of the chatt,below or paper to trace it.
In some insects,Inheritance of wing length is related tthc Sek of the 'insect. In

the males, short wings are dominant over long wingS. In the females; long wings are
dominant over short wings.: Indicate on your chart a possible pair of bits carried by
each of the insects. Represent the bit for long wings with W and for short wings

. with w.

el

11.1Mi. q/l 411.0. 11MEMED 4110

KEY
-

Male-with
long wings'

Male with .

_short wings:;..
-0

Female with
long wings

Female with
short wings-

lim1=11

-Places for .1

bit symbols

WYY
03-E.xc 7-2-1B

Archie Sa iford has three lovely daughters,- but he complains
any sons Ile blames his wife for this.

. Is his reasoning logical when he Naples his
daughters?
2. Vxplain your hnswer,

because he does not have

wife fOr producing only

WYY
03-Exc 7-3-1B

14'

2,1



k
WYY Get a copy of t lleled.WW-03-Exe 7-4-1 from y'our teacher. You may 'use.
03-Eixc 7-4-1B Excursion 7 to help you do4this check. In fruit f4es, the X chrOrnosome 'carries..

the bit for, the recessive riation forked bristles (Xi). The Y'chromosome carries
no information for this ture.. The appearance.of and bits for tlie parents are given
in the chart below: You as to predict tho appearance of and the bits (Xi, Xi), and Y)
that will be carried by the first- and second-generation offspring of the crosS by,
tilling in the blanks oil your .copy of the chart. Remember that Xn represents the
normal tmit.

PARENTS

FIRST-GENERATION
OFFSPRING

SECOND-GENERATION
OFFSPRING

,

APPEARANCE
Forked Miltles

'Xn Y
APPEARANCE
Ndrmal bristles

APPEARANCE. APPEARANCE

APPEARANCE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE

WYY
03-Exc 7-5-1B

Ron and Don are identical twins." Like other identical twins, they both received
identical sets of genetic material from their parents: However. Ron and Don do not
look exactly alike as adults. State what might have cauSed ,these differences.

WYY . Suppose that a year ago you released one hundred black snakes and one hundred
..03-Exc 7-6-1B . green snakes on a rocky island. The island is made of black volcanic rock, and there

-is little vegetation. On the island there is. a small flock of-birds who will .occasionally
. 6.

. eat a snake. .

I. Would you predict that there are more of one kind of snake than of the
other now.living on the .island?
2. ExtAin Your answer.

-
, ..

WYY
03-Exc 7-7-18

The Yoruba..tribe of Nigeria.have been making scars on the cheeks of, their babies
for many generations. 'Suppose this practice is done for many more generations.

I. Will this. practice eventually. cause Yoruba children to be 'IjOpn'.with bits
of information for scars on their cheeks?..
2. Explain youf answer.

I.
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Bek" are two definitions of-ways in hich people differ. Study these definitions,
.

and answer the questions that follow,
. .

Definition- a: A person's gold-finding ind ,x is his ability to find gold. mines.
Definition b: A "student's kick index is: measure of how far he can kick.asoccer

It is determined by measuring in m ers how far he can kick-a properly inflated

'soccer ball, . .

"I. Which of the above is an operational definition?
2. Explain-the- reason for your answer.

IV
01-Core-1B

Whenever possible, 'there are two questions an operational definition should answer.
nat are those questions? .

IV
. 01-Core-2B

Perhaps you have heard people make statements stich as "All people over 30 are the

same."
1. ('an a statement like this ever he true?

-1 -.2. Explain the reasons for your answer.

IV
01-Core-3B

Why do scientists spend a great deal of time-looking for patterns in the way things IV

chaiige? 01-Core-4B . 071

Junior high school pupils differ in their ability to jog around the school track. The IV

distance they can jog is called the jogging index. Write an operational definition of. 01-Core-5B

jogging index.

4t.

Suppose you wanted to compare the ability of different students in your class to IV

play the banjo. From the choices below, select the best way of meaSuring banjo- 01-Core-6B.

playing ability.
.a. Ask each person how well he can play the banjo.
b. Ask each person how many banjo lessonshe has had;

c. Ask each person to tell who his banjo teacher is.
d. Ask.qach person to play the- banjo, and' judge how.well each does.

e. Ask each person to play the same nnfamiliar songs, and count 'the number:,

of mistakes each .makes. ,

..

,What.is an advantage of using a measuring device, stich'as a ruler or a test:rather than

just relying on your senses wheiclyou want to compare different things?

,!..4 .

/Mb



ore,1113

Burt was measuring reaction time, using the dropOng-meterstick method.' He found
thdt Linda had a much shorter reaction time than anyone else, lie also noticed .that

,shc watched hisband release the met?rstic.k. All the other students had watched their
own- fingers with which they scaught themwterstick.. Burt concluded that a student's
reaction time, as measured by the dropping ..ineterstick method, is shorter when he
watches the release of the ineterstick than when he watches the catch point. Describe
an activityithat you could perform to test this idea.

IV ,/ When a t(ixtbook sayS that a feature shows..cOntinuous variation, what:toes that
01-Core-9B mean?

IV When we say that a featvre shows an .either-orvariation, what ilo we mean?.
01-Core-10B

IV . . Identify .each of the variables below either as a. uontinuous variabie or as all either-or
G1-Core-11B variable. -

Whethea Verson has ever been to Australia
2. I low fast a secretary.can type
3. The length of a girl's hair
4. A man's age
5. If a imin is a fireman or not

IV Stu measured the distances the students in his homeroom could swim. His measure,
01-Core-12B Mons in meters are.shown-below,. .

Ile* 152 Jim 1.53 s Janice 145
Fred 150 Lynn '153 Wayne , 165 .

Wendy 140 I .oliise 17:7 Amy
Bruce . 180 Mary 162 ' -Stephanie. 158
Betty 162 Nadine -147 George 165 ,

Sally 167 'Brian )78 Fran 140 .- .°

,

*. (:apy the:table shown betow . and vomplete it., using.Stu's meas.nrments.. .-
,--

_ -....-..,;, . t
.

DISTANCE ( n m) ALLY TOTA.L

7

139-146 .

147-154 ..

155-162

163-170

171,178

179-186

4,

. .

.

IV
01-Core-,13B

-Scientists usually arrange their data in charts, tables, orgraphs. State taio reasons
that they do this...

c(

.
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Luis wanted to determine how many students in Ins class had had measles only once IV
and Itow many had. had measles more than once. Construct a. table for colleeting 01-qore-14B

.and aiplyzing his measurements:

}lolly whted to measure the number of words her classm ates could typeper minute,.*
She gave each of. the sfudents the same paragraph to copy. She hai them begin"
typing at the same time. After they had typed fpr one -minute. she told them to
stop. Iler data are showii in. the e below. Construct another table of all her
typing speed measurements from jjjli flolly will be-able 16 construct a histogram.
(Note: You need only ,to construct the table, not to enter the data oh the table.)

STUDENT

7.

Ellen

!tarry

(4.'ne

Alice

Fred

Ted

Enid

(;race

Nu 3ER OF
WO DS TYPED

704

1 3

46

50

5 I

37

3()

STUI.)ENT .NUNIBER OF
WOKDS TYPED

'Orvil 68

Olive 59

Esther 42

Abraham 36

Ken 5.0

Celia .55 .

Liza* 48

Lionel 69

IV
01-Core-15B,

Fred wants to determine if there is any relationship between whether a -mudent is
right-hande-d Or left-handed and whether that student is male, or female. -Construct

.'a-,table for collecting and aithlyzing measurements to find out if these variables are
relat ed.

IV
01-Core-168

s

Jerry wants to find out whether a relat kinship exists between the sex of a student IV
and the- number c>f extracurricular activities he or .she participates in. Construct -a 01:Core-17B

table for collecting these measurements.

.

YOur teacher will observe yonfor tins check ,when he can.. IV .

41,-Core-1BB

..
'Your. teacher Will obsSrve yon tbr this check when he can. IV

.01-Ciore':19B

YOur teacher will.obs,erve you for this' check<when he can.

.4

01.Core-20a,

4

0



,

. - :Your teacher, will observe you for this chea whyn he can.
01-Cdre-1,13

0 ,

IV ,

01-are-22B":

, .

Your teacherwill observe .You for this.c.heck whtim he can.
.

.

41

a`

. .. i
IV ,.. 1..Suppbse you measured, the lenili of 'a yardstic in meiric unitS. Whi.ch.

.-

01-Exc..1-1-1B . of the Measurements given beloWIWOuld be closest- to yOur measurement?
,* - a. .91 m . d. 9.1 m

b. 910 cm i . e. .91 cm
,

. c.. 91 mm f: 9.1 'cm
"tS1 12. SuPpose' you ,measured the thickness o your ISCS textbook in metric

units. Which of -the: measurements given below Woutd be clostcst to your
measurement?

- '-a. 70 mm d. 7 cm
b. 7 m e! 0,.7 mm
c. 700 m f. 7 mm

1.4

I v
OlzE xc 1-1-26

I. What is the distance *between A and B in centiMeters?
What is the distance between B and C in millimeters?

4.0

1411111111101 14111,

B

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 V. 10 1 1
12 13

r

IV Riek measured the width of a piece "of lumber as 2 1 .47 cm. FrAnk iteltsured .the
01-Exc'1-1-313 width the same piece of. lumber as 21.44 cm. What is the most likely reason for

the diffennce in their measufements?

IV
01-Exc 2-1-113'

Calculate the averqe of the-following measulements to one decinut) place.. ,

3..4 cm
4.3 chi.
8.7,cm
-5.2 cm

27t.

4,4



.
,

:

Round off the following measurements to the nearest whOle'ntiMber.
I. 24,1 .1 in
2..646.8 m
3. 9.1q.2 m

.4.5
5. 62.7.0 in

. IV
01-Exc 2-1-2B

.. '

'Arlene measured the harid&lness of each.df her .(;lassmates. She separated the resiiltS
for the boys and girls. Her data.are shown..below,.

'

, ,HANDEDNESS. .

LH R11 Totals

S

X

'Boys 5 . 12 13

Girls 3 10 1.3

'rota ls - 8 21 ' 30.'

"Suppose somebne made the statement that gills aremorc likely to be left-handed ,

Ihan boys.
1.-Could you use Arlene's data to tellif the statement is correct;?

0 : 2. F.xplaiti your answer.
. ..0

Stipposesomeone ejse said that boys ar,e more likely to be right-eyed than girls..
.3. Could you use Arlene's.data to tell iftthis stajement is correct?

. 4. kplain your answer. . ,...,
. o

.

,

IV
01-Exc 2-2-1B

r

414.
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iState whether each of the pairs of Words below represents a.cOnti4uous pr an either- :- .. 'IV'

o5varitible. , 0 2:Co r e- 1 B
'A.

v. . I. Iligli or low .- .,

2. Left Orright., ,.,

3.. Dog or cat . i
, 4. Skinny or fat ., ,.

'''''f ,

-Sallx's data shawed'a wide range. tate an operatiPnal dennition.forthe 'term 'range. IV
..as it is used in that Sentence. 02-Core-2B

%lb

Rick measured the -fiumber of sit-ups the boys in his clasS coUk1 do. His difta are IV
shown below.

STUN...NT

C r

Emmy

Luis

Biki

Roliert
.

NUMBER OF
siT-Urs.

55

.03

. 15

. 8

10,.....

STUDFNT

. Steve

Brian

. Doe

, Frank

Larry

'NUMBER OF
SIT-UPS

.-02-Core38

"

12

42

48

51

What is the range of his-measurements?.

- .

.. .
Give mi.operittional &finition for the weab of .,i'Net or measurements, IV

. ... . ., 02-Core-4B .
, .,- ... ,,

a , '

, Dominic measured how long it took each of the boYs.in.his.t:tass to ruik 100 meters. - IV
,

data are shown below. 02,Core-5B

STUDFN"

Tim ,

TIME't in sec) ,
a.

Nick 14 .

(eorge 18

Alan 17

Steste 13 I
.

Sam- 15
I.

! lank 20

Sonny 14

Calculate the mean of his measuremenes. to the nearest whole,number:.

.2 9

,



a.

.

Iv L .Cdve a-,definition of th,e mocks 6f 21-,et of measurimilents.
02-Core-6I

V.

IV Betty aske'd her dissipates to keep track of the nuniber of hours.they spentreading
..02-COre-7,B for pleastire in one w6ek. Herdata are shown below.'

, ,

ST

Gi

Ca

.W2

da

Cl

UbENT
-".

TIME
(in !tours)

STUDENT'.) TIME
(in hours)

A!
.9.

!it

rlos .

yne

ris

.

g.

1

i 10

18

.9

,

,4

3

20

Ethel

Amelia

'52.141.

Nino :

'Sally

Esther

13..,
, Fl

7

5

L'

.

What is the mode of this set,of measurements?

5.

IV Ilester _measured tln height of each sttklent, in het class. I ler table 61 data is shown
- 02-Comap below.

HEIGITI
(in indies)

50-52

53-55

NUMBF,R OF
STUDENTS

t,

4..

56-58 4 r ,

594)1 5

62-i)4 3

.65.67

68-70
.

71-73 1

Cet a riece g;firapli paper from your teacher. On it, construct a histogram of Hester's
da t a. .

41.

IV .. ., Data are. 6ften arranged in histogtants or in other kindsof graphs.. Vi.thyl..:
.,

02-Coie-9B
.,

,_ ,, , . ..
' t

.,

1. :
.,

tti

S.

4

IX

....

ii t,"...



Larry 'measured the number of push-upeach member of the schOol fobtballteain.
eould do. His data' are shown below,7. 02-Core-10B

63 59 68 60 70 58 .61 71 59 73 /

62 65 58 60 62 63 61 64 67 54

55 61 64 62 68 57 60 59 5-8 6 I

4

Construct a tat* like the one below, and group Larr's*data in fifths.

FIFTH LIMITS OF RANGE.
FOR THAT FIFTH

NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUALS

, I
.

' ..'

1

i.._

3

er"---.

5
-.

t

I

. . .

S.c.,ientists mill often do an exp-eriment, collect some data, and 'draw a conclusion "Iy

froin their data. Then they will repeatlhe experiment, collecting even more.data. 02-Core-1.1B

Often eXperiments'are repeated many times. Why?
-9

I
.

When you measured each student's peripheralMsion, you made three measurements
and averaged them. You might have taken only one measureMent and avoided extra

- work. Why did you take three nfbasurements and average them?
°

IV
'02-Core-12B

11w students of Central Junior High School welt selling tickets to raise monv for
. the class dance.2.11ank was in charge of keeping the recordsfor his class. The number

of tickets each student sold is shown belay.
1,, Is the.numbtr ortickets Rick sold
above Lor below the mean for the whole STUDENT NUMBk OE

elass:!
TICKETS SOLD

2, How far above or below the mean.is it? Iarold 15

Jim 9

cindy 23

Karen 5

Lloyd

buy 9
..

1.1

Doug 22

, 0

Ted I I

Rick I 5

t

; 4

IV 1.

02-Core-13B

It



"Pi

IV Joseph

02-Core-14B below shoWs
measured the thickness of

the Thickness of each
several books in the school library,

boolein centimeters...
The table

BOO K6

NUMBER
THICKNESS
(in cm)

.4

3
4

3 6

41

8

5 - 3
444. .

6 6

_Total ;
tlfickiwss

30

Mean . 5

thiAness e,

f

How is it. pOssible for_the mean thickness to be 5 cm alth(iugh iibne of the books
were 5 cm thick?

IV . A group of students were making. a list of huinan traits. One student asked Ths
02-Core-15B friends to describe for him what an average'tnormal) person is. Robert read liom

the text that "Perhaps'. the .besl .example 'of iin average person is someone. whose
characteristios are 'not average.- Explain what .the text means by that statement..

IV
. .

Ezra measured a certainkind of sea shell. The.shell's length was 10 cm.
02-Core-16B I f I3ased only on the lila above, is it possible to determine if the shell is a'

large. Jnedium, a small shell?
2. Explain the reason For your answer.

IV Ricardo tested 'some of his friends both for sensitivity to touch and for their.
02-Core-17B ability to locate objects by hearing. Ile made his friends keep their eyes closed

during the tests.
I. Was it necessary for them to keep their .eyes closed during the tests?...
2. Explain your answer.

3



Pam put 60 beans intO a glass jar. She asked ten ditTerent,people to estithate how

many beans were in the jar. Their estimates are shown below.

NAME ESTIMATE

Grant

Hilda

kay
Bill

Rose

Rich

Candi

Gail ,

Paid

Rtzp,
4-

70

55

50

74

54

40

.77

, .

What is the mean error of these'6timates? Show your calculations.

X

40

I

02-Core-18B

air

Supi)ose you are given the' 'assignment of calculating the mean error for a number of IV

.measaenien1 7' of the length OE time of an event. These measurements are estimates. 02-Core-19B

Why is the niean error of measyrements calculated?

,

Peter ntested several students to see ow accurately they could estimate when 17

seconds had passed. I [is data are shown below.

I N./

02-Core-20B

STUDFINT ESTIMATED l'IME
(in seconds)

Jim 1.$

16 .

Nancy 1 I

Frank 23" .

Carol 1

John

Sally

Mary

Wes IX 6

ieorge, .
VVhat is Kt' mode

171

error for the time-sense ot these students? Show your calculations.



IV
02-Core-21B

Dr..Roberts and Dr.,Cooney are;both interested in characteristics of various groups.
They constantly measure patterns and similarities withinvoiips being studied.. Why:.
are researchers like Dr. Roberts and Dr. Cooney -more concerned-about patterns and
sithilarities than about individual differences?

IV
02-Core-22B

Peter cakulated the -Mean height of till the students attending summer- schopl. The-
, mean height was 160 cm. Roger was one of the students in summemehool

. Using only the above, information, 'can' you determine Roger's height tole
-the nearest ceinimeter?
2. Explain your answer,..

IV Mrs.:I:recd.-tested her studenW reifing speed. She plOtted a histogram of the data.
02-Exc 3-1r.1B collected.

I ;List the letters of the points on the histogram that slie,should use to change
the histogram into-a line graph.

- :Z. ,What are these points called? .,

11,

8
La,.......,ib - .

,

_

I
0 91

1

4

2

50-74 75-99 100-121 125-149.150-174 175-199 200-224

READING SPE6D (in wnrds per minute)

. IV Use a protractor to measure the size of the -twWiTgles below. Record your answers
02-Exc 4-1-1B on .11 Se parate paper. -

re
3

-ti



. .

Use yoUr Protnictor to conSiruct angles of 1.359 -and 118° on yOur ans'Weriheet, and.:
. .

label each of them...
4.

. 34.

,IV
02.Exc4432a

Aiiimals with different characteristics often live in different areas,-eat different food,
and have different enemies. The chart below shows some of the diffpences between,
two kinds of animals.

CHAKACTERISTICS. ANIMAL A
-,

ANIMALB

Type of animal

Living area

Main food '

Method 'of feeding

Enemies )
..

small, hooved
animal.

mountainside
.

grasses

.; grazes grass

mountain -lions
and bobcAts..

large bird,

nestson trees -

fishf
catches fish -at
the wjterS surface

man
.

.

__________

Wotikl it be advantageous for animal, A to have its eyes in the sides of its
heacl or in the fronl of, its head?

theyeason for .your answer.
3. Would it be advantagemlsforanismaltil to have its eyes in the sides of its
head or in tlw front of its 'head?
4. VOlain the yearn 'for your.misever. .

IV\ .

02-Fxc 4-2-113

ln a recenst po4e ifivestigatio.n..several standard' fingerprints likithose show.n. twlow IV

were used as..comparisonS. Safe-cracking Sam hefonged to the loop category in 02.-En 4-3-1B
the Standard file, yet Lhislingerprints were-not exactly like 7the loop Pattern in the
standard, wt. 1Xplain why.'

PereZ\ \\1 s*Iir7."
.-=,

Plain arch

. tr.

Tented arch

(.°7\c\\
NAZN,

Loop 4, Plain whorl

"

'



A

. . .
.

lV. Wlien r'esearcilers mea.stire the Characteristics of .a -populOionl -thuy usuallY make
02-Exe.6-1.1t nieasurements on only a sample of fliC 'pbOulation. Why is this- done Other than

making mcasnrements of the.entirepopulation!?

IV
02-Exc 5-1-2B

Which one of the curves below is 'a tkormal curve?

LENGTH OF HAND

LENGTH OF HAND

LENGTH OF HAND

LENGTH OF HAND

IV
02-Exc 5-1-3B

Suppose you were going to measure a contiuuous human variable such as weight.
You would seleCt a iiindom.sample of people, im'asure their weights, and draw a graph
of the results. Which of the graphs below would you expect your gaph to look lila.?

Graph.a.

Graph c.

OM O MOOmminnom
imminummmmumom
Immilmmommmummumm
MIIMPRTROMM
1111%/11111111Ve
021111111111111110
'41111111111111MIUM

INCREASING WEIGHT

ommiummem
mmommonstm
1111IEMMBOI
ODUIMAOSIEW
11111WOMMOM
mvammammon
ommummumer.111111101
INCREASING WEIGHT

Graph

Graph d.

11611M11111111111111
11111111111111111111
1111..111110111111111
11111111111111111111111
111111/111111.111111111
1111/411111111LISII
INIF/11111111111111
11,11111110111111111111

11111111111111111111111

INCREASING WEIGHT

000MOOOMO
OOMOOMOOMM
OVIONIONOINE
REMOCM611111
4111SUMINE
ONOMMUMMIIN

NEMINOMMIINMlemmumalos

INCREASING WEIGHT



..

What is meant by the term ni10)311.sa11llile?..
- . .

. I.

IV
,;* 02Exc 5-14$

.Researchers try-to get a random sample when the.y inveStfgate sointhipg. Wiwi is IV.

the purpose:bru random sampk?. -02-Exc 51-5B. .

Don wanted to defermine Imw many Movies the people in his neighborhood.saw each . IV'
month.' Ile didn't hive time to ask everybody in the neighborhood, so he decided 02-Exc'5-1-68 :.

to select a.-sJmple. lk stood .by the ticket booth of the neighborhood theater and
asked the first 25 *ople who bought tickets how many movies they had Aen in the, . ..

last won th.
..

I . Was his sample a random sample?
, 2. Explain your answer,. a - t !

1r1 '1

,10 3 7
1k,

.-

gown.


